CRISIS  OF THE  EIGHTEENTH  CENTURY
who were poorly fed and lodged and wretchedly dressed, Turgot
was summing up the experience of his own day when he formu-
lated the economic law that wages always tend to sink to the point
at which they leave the worker no more than what is strictly
necessary for his subsistence.
In normal times France produced almost sufficient to feed its
population; but in years when the harvest failed, part of the in-
habitants were reduced to starvation, and, according to d'Argen-
son's accounts, in the middle of the eighteenth century the peasants
were at times reduced to eating herbs and the bark of trees, as they
had been in the Middle Ages.
5PROGRESS   IN   THE   MATERIAL   CONDITIONS   OP
LIFE
None the less, the eighteenth century was a period during which
important innovations took place in the habits of life, but these
were confined to a small number of privileged persons and to the
large towns. It was now that new articles of food appeared, such
as cane sugar, which was of Oriental origin, but had become
acclimatized in America, chocolate, the coffee of Arabia, intro-
duced into Java and from thence into the Antilles, and American
tobacco, which had been known since the seventeenth century,
but only among sailors, and found its way into use in polite society
in the form of snuff. The potato, which had been known in France
since the time of Henry IV and had been introduced from different
parts under various names, was still despised; it was not till the
eve of the Revolution that it made its way into French cookery.
For the mass of the people costume was fixed by custom, but
among the privileged classes it continued to develop by fits and
starts, and finally took the form of a masculine costume consisting,
like that of to-day, of three portions, completed by stockings,
which were kept up by garters. Long trousers had as yet appeared
only as part of the costume of town-dwellers, and the frock-coat
'(redingote), of English origin, was as yet only a top-coat. The wig
had grown smaller, and survived in the form of a powdered bob-
wig. Feminine costume was characterized by the enormous full-
ness of the gown and petticoats, the great length of the bodice,
which was cut very low and wide in the neck, a very high style of
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